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ABSTRACT
Traceable and standardized metrology for thermoelectric generator modules (TEM) is a mandatory
element for an industrialization of thermoelectric applications. High measurement deviations >20%
have been observed in inter-laboratory tests on TEM properties. Such uncertainties are too high for
scientific studies and seem insufficient to validate industrial benchmarks. Particularly, works on hightemperature TEM have to be supported by appropriate characterization techniques. This shall
accelerate progress towards product releases for thermoelectric energy conversion.
In order to overcome the deficits this article suggests a generic procedure for TEM characterization.
Such guideline has not been established or purposed so far and there may be other metrological
approaches to conclude on performance characteristics of TEMs. The described procedure does not
constitute per se a guarantee for lower uncertainties compared to alternative approaches. The
objective of this work is to describe the underlying metrological procedures in detail and to link them
to analytical descriptions for the derivation of the TEM properties. The procedure and given analytic
expressions for particular measurands cover all functional TEM properties needed for a meaningful
benchmarking.
The definition of procedures and analytical expressions for the determination of measurands enable
the determination of uncertainties. This will be given in this work for the heat flow measurement,
which is a mandatory part for TEM characterization and which poses certain metrological difficulties
particularly at higher temperatures. Uncertainty of heat flow determination by means of a reference
principle and an absolute guarded hot plate (GHP) technique will be deduced. Based on a standard
reference material for the thermal conductivity full uncertainty budgets are derived for both
methods between 373 K and 1023 K. Best estimates of heat flow show deviations lower than 3%
compared to a comparative FEM simulation. However, significant differences are found for the
underlying uncertainty of heat flow. The combined uncertainty of the reference principle lies
between 10% - 13%, whereas a significantly lower uncertainty between 0.2% - 0.75% is observed for
the GHP-based absolute method for heat flow determination.
Keywords: Metrology, Thermoelectric Generator, Thermoelectric Module, Standardization, Heat
Flow Measurement, Absolute Method, Guarded Hot Plate
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- Absolute Thermoelectric Generator Measurement Apparatus
- Sensitivity coefficient for uncertainty calculation
- Finite Element Model
- Guarded Hot Plate
- Actively temperature-controlled guard heater
- Heat Flow Meter
- Efficiency of TEM, Carnot-Efficiency [%]
- Electric current [A]
- Coverage factor for probability of uncertainty
- Thermal Conductance of TEM [WK-1]
- Thermal conductivity [Wm-1K-1]
- Length of hat flow meter, which is equipped with temperature sensors [m]
- Length of heat flow meter [m]
- Number of thermocouples within TEM
- Electric power [W]
- Proportional-Integral-Derivative type of temperature controller
- Heat flow [W]
- Electric resistance []
- Reference principle for heat flow determination
- Rapid Steady State method for determination of internal TEM resistance
- Seebeck coefficient [VK-1]
- Standard Reference Material
- Steady State method for determination of internal TEM resistance
- Temperature [K], temperature difference [K], temperature gradient [Km-1]
- Cold and hot side temperature, temperature of sensor “i”, mean temperature [K]
- Thermoelectric
- Thermoelectric Generator
- Thermoelectric Generator Measurement Apparatus
- Thermoelectric Generator Module
- Uncertainty of particular measurand
- Electric voltage [V]
- Width of heat flow meter [m]
- Thermal conductance between heaters of the guarded hot plate [WK-1]
- Distance of temperature sensor “i” within a heat flow meter
- Figure of merit []

1. INTRODUCTION
Thermoelectric generator (TEG) systems that can convert heat into electric energy are built from one
or several thermoelectric modules (TEM). A TEM contains a variable number of p/n thermocouples.
The thermocouples are connected electrically in series by metallic bridges (Figure 1). A thermocouple
which is operated under a temperature difference between a heat source and a heat sink generates a
thermovoltage at its terminals due to the Seebeck effect [1].

Figure 1: Schematic of a thermocouple (a), which is the basic element for a TEM (b). The TEM absorbs a heat flow QIn at the
hot side, which operates at TH, and releases the heat at the cold temperature side, which is kept at TC. Due to the Seebeck
effect a thermovoltage is generated by the TEM, which can be tapped at its terminals.

The performance of a TEM is described by its efficiency, which is defined as the ratio between
electric power output P and the incident heat flow at the hot side of a TEM QIn. Due to energy
conservation  equals the ratio between P and the sum of P and QOut, too. QOut is the released heat
flow at the cold side of the TEM.
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The maximum conversion efficiency MAX is limited by the Carnot efficiency C = (TH – TC)/TH, which is
related to the hot side temperature TH and cold side temperature TC at the TEM. In fact, physical
properties of the thermoelectric materials and loss mechanisms in the module affect MAX by the
module’s figure of merit ZTTEM = S²/(Ri  K)  Tm which is defined by the effective value of the Seebeck
coefficient S, the thermal conductance K, and the electric resistance Ri of the module with respect to
the temperature interval of operation and its mean temperature Tm = (TH – TC)/2 [2].
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Many application scenarios for TEM offer waste heat at temperatures as high as preventing the use
of established Bi2Te3-based TEM, due to the limited temperature stability of Bi2Te3-based
thermoelectrics. Recent developments on high temperature thermoelectric (TE) materials and
contacting technologies for TEM integration resulted in the demonstration of prototypes [3,4,5] and
releases of small batch productions by industries [6,7,8,9]. Depending on the chosen thermoelectric
(TE) material decent technological maturities could be shown resulting in TEM efficiencies between
8.9% [10] and 12% [11].
In view of this continuous progress the precise characterization of TEM becomes increasingly
important. A successful industrialization and development of markets for TE applications in energy
harvesting must be accompanied by the availability of traceable metrology with defined uncertainty
budgets for module specifications.
TEM characterization techniques have to meet several requirements. On the one hand both
development on contacting technologies and integration solutions and the reliable specification of

module properties built from optimized TE materials require the validation of possibly incremental
improvements and consequently the determination of measurands with high repeatability and
lowest possible uncertainty. On the other hand, the experimental validation of functional stability of
individual TEM prototypes or an in-line quality monitoring in industrial production put the focus on a
reliable detection of relative differences to a reference value for particular measurands. This still
requires information on the repeatability but is feasible with some mitigation of the uncertainty in
the limits of acceptable tolerances.
Generally, measurements can be split into absolute or reference techniques. The development,
operation and maintenance of absolute measurement principles usually require long methodical
experience and higher expenses. Particularly for the case of absolute heat flow measurements, the
required stabilization for thermal equilibrium and the complexity of the measurement systems
exceed typical specifications of industrial measurement practise. This is why absolute measurement
techniques are usually applied as primary methods at standardization authorities and in specific
metrological and research institutions only. In contrast to primary methods, reference measurement
techniques are widely applied as they can be operated easier. However, repeatability and traceability
still remain mandatory for the operation of reference methods. Independently from the application
case uncertainty budgets have to be specified for absolute and reference methods anyway.
Reliable specification of the TEM efficiency has remained challenging to date due to lack of guidelines
and standards for testing methods. An international round robin campaign, which was accomplished
among twelve laboratories revealed deviations of approximately 20% for all TEM properties. The
qualification of the used comparative samples and results of this study will be published soon. In
order to overcome this deficit, low uncertainty characterization methods have to be developed and
qualified as primary methods. Their results build the base for the qualification of specific TEM as
reference samples with low uncertainties, which are still missing up to now. Respective work on high
temperature reference TEM has already been started [12] and will pave the way to set uncertainty
budgets of widely used comparative measurement techniques in future.
Initially, a suggestion for a measurement protocol is given, which has proven to be an effective way
for the characterization of TEM. As the measurement of heat flow turned out to be one of the most
critical contributions to TEM uncertainty, an uncertainty analysis of commonly used steady-state
measurement techniques is presented afterwards. Here we discuss a reference principle and
introduce an absolute measurement method based on the guarded heater principle (GHP).
2. Module characterization Techniques
Basically, TEM characterization covers determination of electric, thermal and thermoelectric
properties which have to be measured under variable installation and operation conditions. The
power output, heat flow, and the efficiency of a TEM are certainly in the focus of interest. However,
from the viewpoint of TEM developers and system engineers further information is needed like the
open circuit voltage, optimum and short circuit current, and the electric and thermal resistance of a
TEM. Several methods for determination of TEM properties have been proposed in literature.
Basically all described techniques can be categorized by transient and steady state methods.
Furthermore, every type can be classified whether the determination of  is based on a
measurement of electric power output and heat flow according to equation (1) or on a calculation
from ZTTEM using equation (2). Transient methods are represented by the impedance spectroscopy
[13] and Harman method [14,15]. Both techniques measure ZTTEM to conclude on. Likewise McCarty

et al. [16] and Min [17] proposed methods for the determination of ZTTEM, using a combination of
measurands from steady state and transient conditions obtained by a switching procedure of the
electric current. Mahajan et al. [18] proposed a rapid scanning of the I-V characteristic of a TEM for
determination of electric properties, while a guarded heater was used for heat flow measurement.
No official guideline or standard measurement protocol is available for TEMs up to now. A sequential
procedure will be suggested in this section (Figure 2). The protocol is related to steady state
conditions and is neither limited to a certain typology of the TEM nor to a specific temperature,
pressure or current range. The described procedure does not determine technical specifications of
the used device components. Users have to ensure a decent device design in order to meet with
safety regulations and accepted means for low uncertainty measurements against the background of
the target boundary conditions. Furthermore users have to ensure that resulting measurement
conditions coincide with the model assumptions, such for instance given for the heat flow
determination by means of the reference principle, which requires an one-dimensional heat flow
within the applied heat flow meter. The described process involves heat flow measurements by
means of reference or absolute characterization techniques. This approach is considered to provide a
more meaningful interpretation of the TEM performance compared to the use of ZTTEM and a
following evaluation by equation (2). This is due to the fact, that ZTTEM is frequently determined with
a relatively low temperature difference of a few K only, whereas TEMs usually operate under several
hundreds of K temperature difference. Though ZTTEM can be principally determined under higher
temperature difference, too [19], equation (2) still represents an approximation function for only.
It is based on a constant property model, which uses effective values of the temperature dependent
material properties [20]. Alternatively a cumulative property model can be used to conclude on,
which was proposed by Kim et al. [21] and which accounts for the temperature dependency of
material properties by means of a different expression for the maximum efficiency with the use of a
so called engineering figure of merit. A recent analysis for 18 high-performance thermoelectric
materials by Armstrong et al. [22] revealed an overestimated prediction of  by the constant
property model compared to the cumulative model, which equalled a factor of 1.16 on the average.
Regardless of the chosen model for TEM efficiency a pure analytic or simulation-based determination
of TEM properties on the base of experimentally determined material properties is subjected to
significant errors too, due to necessitated assumptions on elusive electric and thermal coupling
conditions and inherent uncertainties of the applied characterization methods. Thus, a direct
determination of TEM properties under relevant boundary conditions remains still mandatory for a
reliable and meaningful prediction of TEM operation characteristics.
2.1 TEM characterization protocol
Initially the TEM is installed in a thermal measuring section (Figure 3), which is usually located within
a compartment in order to establish a defined atmospheric and thermal measurement environment.
The TEM is thermally coupled to heat transfer blocks of the measuring section by means of graphite
foils, thermal grease or similar in order to reduce the thermal contact resistance. After the TEM
installation an axial pressure is applied along the column and the compartment is evacuated or set
under atmospheric pressure with inert gas. Principally measurements can be likewise conducted
under air in case of sufficient oxidation resistance of the device components and the TEM. In case of
an atmospheric pressure additional heat conduction by convection has to be considered from a
metrological viewpoint, which might affect the uncertainty of heat flow measurement. The
temperature difference along the column is controlled with a heater and a cooling plate, which build

the outer components of the measuring section. The measurement process is organized within loops,
in which boundary conditions as temperatures, the axial pressure, and atmospheric conditions are
varied. For a stabilized set of these boundary conditions the electric current is varied for the electric
characterization of the TEM. Since all properties of a TEM are temperature dependent, every
property and its corresponding uncertainty have to be determined with respect to the given
temperature conditions.

Figure 2: Generic process chart for TEM characterization involving central measurands: temperature (T), open circuit
voltage (V00), absorbed heat flow (QIn), temperature difference (T), effective Seebeck coefficient (Seff), thermal
conductance (K), electric current (I), terminal voltage (V), electric resistance (Ri), electric power output (P), and efficiency
().

The temperature difference at the TEM T can be determined from the measured hot side
temperature TH and the cold side temperature TC. Both temperatures can be either sensed by a single
or multiple temperature sensors placed in the direct vicinity of the TEM, or by a linear extrapolation
from discretely localized temperature sensors in the direction of heat flow within the heat transfer
blocks at both sides of the TEM. After temperature stabilization the open circuit voltage V00 can be
measured.
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Knowing the number of installed thermocouples within the TEM N and measuring T gives access to
the effective Seebeck coefficient Seff of the TEM.

Figure 3: Schematic of measuring sections for a reference principle (a) and an absolute method (b) of heat flow
measurement. The TEM (here as a symbolic representation for any kind of planar TEM) is placed thermally in series with a
heater and a cooler with heat transfer blocks set in between. For the reference principle at least one heat flow meter has to
be used, which contains several temperature sensors. A heat flow meter is redundant for the absolute method, which uses
a guarded hot plate (GHP) as a source of a defined heat flow.

According to the one-dimensional Fourier’s law the heat flow Q is directly proportional to the
temperature gradient TM within the heat flow meter (HFM). Experimentally Q can be determined
from the temperature difference TM along the HFM.
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Here M, AM and lM denote the thermal conductivity, the cross section area and the length of the
HFM section, which is equipped with temperature sensors. With regard to the temperature interval
along the HFM, equation (4) assumes a constant TM and a mean value for the thermal conductivity
of the HFM material. Since TEM occasionally require a heat flow of several hundred Watts,
considerable temperature differences can occur along a HFM in dependence of the material choice.
Consideration of the temperature dependence of (T), which can cause a locally different TM, can
be accomplished by a section-wise evaluation of equation (4). For the calculation of the effective
heat flow every single value from a particular section has to be weighted with the respective sensor
distance in case of an irregular spacing between the installed sensors.
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Using the reference principle the heat flow can be measured either at the hot or cold side of the
TEM, or on both sides. The latter allows for a verification of the measurement uncertainty, since

(5)

under exclusion of lateral heat losses (e.g. by radiation or convection) the energy conservation
requires the sum of the cold side heat flow QOut and the electric power output of the TEM P to be
equal with the incident heat flow at the hot side of the TEM QIn.
Alternatively, the heat flow can be measured by means of an absolute method. Corresponding
concepts are based on a guarded hot plate (GHP), which is described for instance as a standard test
method for heat flux measurements by the ASTM-C177 [23]. However, the technical
implementations for heat flow measurements on TEMs differ significantly from ASTM-C177, since
this standard refers to measurements on monolithic and homogeneous material samples only. Some
concepts and implementations for an absolute heat flow determination on TEM can be found in the
literature [24,25,26], which give insides into the variety of designs and instrumentations of the
developed methods. The central component of this technique is a metering heater surrounded by
actively controlled guard heaters, which shall prevent an uncontrolled heat loss of the GHP. The heat
flow through the TEM is equated to the dissipated power of the GHP, which is determined by
measurements of the electric current flow through the GHP IGHP and the voltage drop VGHP.
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The thermal conductance K of the TEM can be defined for open circuit (I = 0) conditions by the ratio
between Q = Qout = QinI = 0 and T. It has to be noted that K includes the contribution of the heat
transfer coefficients between the TEM and the directly attached heat exchanging components within
the measuring section.
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Measurement of further TEM properties requires an electric direct current (DC) flow through the
TEM. This can be accomplished either by connecting the TEM to a passive resistor network or to an
electronic load. Typically the TEM current I is varied from zero up to the short circuit case. Every
change of current flow alters the heat flow through the TEM due to the Peltier effect [20]. Thus, after
changing I additional stabilization time is required to reach thermal equilibrium again. The required
time depends on the heat capacity and thermal resistance of the measuring section and can reach
tens of minutes. Steady state conditions can be detected by a measurement of the residual drift of
temperatures within the measuring section. Alternatively, the residual drift of the terminal voltage of
a TEM can be used for the detection. In principle the terminal voltage is an excellent indicator for the
stability of the effective temperature difference at the TEM. However, this method requires
sufficiently high signal sensitivity and is impeded by low to moderate thermovoltages, which are
generated by TEM prototypes or particularly by TEMs with a low number of thermocouples.
The power output of the TEM P can be determined from concurrent measurements of I and the
terminal voltage V.
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The maximum power output becomes accessible from a polynomial approximation of the obtained
power parabola (Figure 4a). Since the maximum power output is given for the condition of
impedance matching (Ri = Rload) PMax can be alternatively calculated from V00 and Ri.
=

(9)
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V00 denotes the open circuit voltage, which is obtained under the equilibrium temperature conditions
for TH and TC at optimum current flow IPmax for a maximum power output. Applying equation (1) with
heat flow and power output data for every electric load current gives finally access to the efficiency
of the TEM. The maximum efficiency can be determined by a polynomial approximation of the
current dependent efficiency curve.

Figure 4: Measured power parabola curves (a) of a high temperature TEM, which was tested at a constant TC = 50 °C and
various hot side temperatures TH between 150 °C and 550 °C. These temperatures relate to open circuit conditions. The
measured I-V curve (b) shows the TEM terminal voltage V as a function of the current flow I (black curve) at fixed heater
and cooler temperatures. The Peltier effect causes a decreasing open circuit voltage V0(I) (red curve) with increasing current
flow as a result of the limited thermal conductance of the heat transfer blocks in series to the TEM (see Fig. 7).

The internal electric resistance Ri can be principally obtained from the I-V characteristic (black curve
in Figure 4b) under steady state conditions.
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However, such a direct evaluation of the I-V characteristic leads to an overestimation of Ri. This is
caused by the decreasing open circuit voltage V0(I) due to the Peltier effect, which lowers the
effective temperature difference T at the TEM in presence of a DC current flow as a result of the
limited thermal conductance of the heat transfer blocks when the heater and cooler temperatures
are stabilized. Thermal resistances of the TEM coupling towards the measuring section and those of
ceramic plates, metallic bridges and their interfaces (within the TEM) contribute to the decrease of
V0(I), too, since these elements lower the effective temperature difference at the TE thermocouples.
A compensation of the Peltier effect on the decreasing temperature difference is possible by an
adjustment of temperature set points for the heater and the cooling device in order to restore the
temperature difference from open circuit conditions (I = 0) under current flow again. This procedure
necessitates additional stabilization time to reach steady state conditions within the measuring
section. However, in order to mitigate the Peltier impact on the measurement of Ri without a readjustment of the temperature difference, the decreasing level of V0(I) can be measured by a fast
signal sampling during the switching event of I (I  0). This technique is similar to the method, which
was used by McCarty et al. [16] and Mahajan et al. [18], who has called this approach earlier as the
rapid steady state (RSS) method. After thermal stabilization under a constant I, the TEM circuit is
opened. Analog to the Harman method for direct determination of ZTTEM [14,15] immediately after

the switching event the response of the terminal voltage consists of an instantaneous step function
due to the ceasing Ohmic voltage drop and a transient component, which is governed by the thermal
relaxation process of the effective temperature difference. A fast signal sampling and direct
measurement of V0(I) allows for a Peltier-corrected value of Ri from measurements of V1, V2, and
the corresponding current values I1 and I2, respectively (Figure 4b).
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Alternatively Ri can be measured likewise by application of a small alternating current (AC) signal and
an evaluation according to equation (10). The choice of a sufficiently high frequency for the AC
current excitation avoids the impact of the Peltier effect but requires additional instrumentation for
the separation of the real part and the reactance of the measured impedance, which can be
accomplished by means of Lock-in amplifiers for instance.
2.2 TEM characterization methods at DLR
This section gives a brief survey on the custom-made characterization facilities “TEGMA”
(Thermoelectric Generator Measurement Apparatus) and “A-TEGMA” (Absolute Thermoelectric
Generator Measurement Apparatus), which are operated at DLR. The peripheral instrumentation of
both facilities is similar to the most part, but differs only by components, which are used for thermal
control and heat flow determination. The TEGMA employs a HFM according to the reference
principle, whereas a GHP-based absolute method and/or a reference principle are used within the ATEGMA for heat flow measurement. The following information does not present the devices in detail
unless a given relevance for the uncertainty of particular measurands, which will be discussed in later
sections of this article.

Figure 5: TEM characterization facilities “TEGMA” (a) and “A-TEGMA” (b) at DLR.

2.2.1 Reference heat flow determination
Both facilities use oxygen-free copper heat exchangers within their measuring sections, which
improves temperature homogeneity on the coupling faces at the hot and cold side of the TEM due to
the high thermal conductivity of Cu. The use of Cu facilitates a homogenization of the heat flux at
transitions between different components within the heat transmission path. Thus, Cu promotes a
one-dimensional heat flow along the sensor-equipped section within the HFM, which is a mandatory
precondition for a reference method of heat flow determination according to equations (4) and (5),
respectively. A disadvantage of Cu is given for characterization of TEM under low heat flow

conditions. Associated therewith a low TM increases the relative uncertainty of the temperature
gradient measurement for heat flow determination by means of the reference principle. After the
installation of the TEM the measuring section (Figure 6) is thermally dammed in order to decrease
lateral heat losses, which impair the one-dimensionality of the heat flow and consequently the
uncertainty of measurements.

Figure 6: Measuring section of a DLR facility prior to thermal damming with HFM according to the reference principle.

Depending on the footprint of the TEM, a HFM has to be chosen with at least an equal or bigger cross
section to homogenize the lateral temperature field on the coupling area of the TEM. Even though
the reference principle is not constricted to heat flow measurements on the cold side, one has to
consider the possible impact of radiation heat losses on the uncertainty, if measurements are
conducted on the hot side of the TEM. Figure 6 shows a measuring section in which the TEM is
coupled to the heater by a truncated pyramid. The pyramid is an exchangeable part for cross section
adaption between the heater and the TEM. The shown part has a height of 12 mm and a cross
section of 30x30 mm (TEM side) and 65x65 mm (heater side), respectively. Three type-N
thermocouples (0.5 mm diameter, Inconel sheath, 1NI05/1000/MP/FM.N, ThermoExpert) are placed
with a vertical distance of 2 mm within the pyramid, which allows for a determination of TH at the hot
TEM coupling face. An extrapolation technique is used within the cold side HFM for determination of
TC. For the given example within Figure 6, the HFM is equipped with five thermocouples (same type
as used within the pyramid), which are placed with a gradually decreasing vertical distance between
15 mm and 5 mm in the direction towards the TEM. The sensors measure the temperature drop TM
along the cold side HFM for determination of the released heat flow at the cold side of the TEM. A
0.2 mm thick graphite foil is used for thermal coupling between all parts of the measuring section
(heater, pyramid, TEM, heat flow meter, cooling plate).
2.2.2 Absolute heat flow determination
The absolute heat flow determination at DLR is accomplished by an in-house developed guarded hot
plate (GHP) technique. The GHP transfers the determination of heat flow from thermal measurands
to an electric measurement of the dissipated Joule heat of the metering heater. Prevention of side
heat losses of the GHP is accomplished by guard heaters, which surround the GHP in order to
establish isothermal conditions in every direction except towards the TEM. A thick film pyrolytic
graphite heater enclosed in a boron nitride encapsulation (Boralectric®, TECTRA) is used as the GHP
core element, the metering heater. The GHP is embedded within a Cu shell, for homogenization of

temperature and heat flow. The lower surface of the shell is used for thermal coupling with the TEM
sample or with the measuring section.

Figure 7: Schematic of the GHP-apparatus (a) showing the basic arrangement of the GHP, guard heaters, and passive
insulation components and photograph of the GHP-apparatus with upper support plate, without outer insulation and
secondary guard (b).

Four individually controlled guard heater circuits are used within the GHP-system for the control of
the heat flow. Prevention of heat losses at the lower section of the GHP next to the coupling face of
the TEM is accomplished by a bottom guard heater. During a measurement the temperature of the
bottom guard heater is set to the coupling temperature of the measurement section. A side and the
top guard heater are used to supress lateral heat losses of the GHP and losses towards the upper
mechanical support, respectively. The temperature of the top guard heater is set to the temperature
of the GHP. The setpoint of the side guard heater equals the mean temperature of the Cu-shell,
which accommodates the GHP. The electric supplying leads of the GHP can potentially act as a heat
source or sink and could consequently contribute to a thermal cross talk of the GHP with its direct
surrounding. Thus, the top guard heater is additionally used for thermal anchorage of these leads,
which reduces the temperature difference and the thermal exchange of the GHP along these leads.
TEMs are usually characterized under a variable and occasionally high axial pressure of several MPa,
which has to be transmitted through the GHP-system. This introduces different heat conduction
paths, which could yield a considerable heat loss of the top guard heater towards the mechanical
support. This heat loss could cause an inhomogeneous temperature distribution impairing the
effectiveness of thermal guarding in the upper section of the GHP. Reduction of upward heat losses
of the top guard heater is accomplished by a secondary top guard heater, which is mounted above
the primary one. The temperature of the secondary guard heater is set to the same setpoint as the
GHP and the top guard heater. Force transmission within the GHP-system is accomplished by zirconia
ceramic sleeves, which additionally supress heat exchange due to their low thermal conductivity <
2 Wm-1K-1 (Z-2000, ceratec GmbH). Further mitigation of thermal crosstalk between the GHP and the
guard heaters is accomplished by insulating material with a low thermal conductivity of < 115 mWm1 -1
K (Isocal-C, TechnoPhysik Group), which is placed into the gaps of the construction. The GHPsystem is equipped with 20 type-N thermocouples (same type as mentioned above) in total, which
are located at different positions of the construction for temperature control of the individual heater
circuits and for monitoring of temperature homogeneity. Four thermocouples are located within the
lower Cu shell of the GHP to control its temperature and to determine the temperature of the

sample coupling area. The side guard heater carries eight thermocouples, while the top guard heater
is equipped with three temperature sensors. These sensors are located in the center of each heater
plate and at off positions on the halfway towards the edges of each plate. The bottom guard carries
four sensors (one for every center point of each heating plate), while the secondary guard is
equipped with one sensor in the middle of the heater plate for temperature control. The heating
currents of the four guard heaters and the GHP are monitored and provided by individual DC power
supplies, which are controlled by two multi-channel PID controllers. Main parts on the
instrumentation of both facilities are summarized within Table 1.
2.2.3 Device Specifications
The applied axial pressure has a direct impact on the thermal contact resistances between the TEM
and the attached components of the measuring section. Related uncertainties for the measurement
of heat flow and temperatures due to a pressure uncertainty are mitigated by means of a regular
calibration of the installed force sensor against an in-house calibration standard. In case of an
unfavourable mechanical construction of force transmitting components within the measuring
section the effective pressure can even change during a measurement due to a thermal expansion of
involved parts. A temperature-induced pressure change on the TEM is compensated by a free
suspension of the cooling plate at the bottom of the measuring section. The axially movable cooling
plate is carried by a variable set of springs, which compensate the thermal expansion of the
components in the force transmission path by their compression.
Table 1: Technical instrumentation of the TEGMA and A-TEGMA facility for TEM characterization.

TEGMA

A-TEGMA

Heating wire within Inconel plate
(TMax = 1273 K)

Pyrolytic graphite heater as GHP
(TMax = 1023 K)

Measuring Section
Heater
Hot side heat
exchanger
Heat flow meter
Cooling system

Cu pyramids with variable cross section for TEM coupling
Cu block @ cold side

GHP / Cu block @ cold side

Cu cooling plate connected to chiller (Unistat 815, Huber)

Electric
Components

Heater supply

1000 W DC power supply
(XKW150-20, Xantrex)

GHP: 1000 W DC power supply
(GEN100-15, TDK Lambda)
Guards: 4x 480 W DC power supply
(HSE480Ureg, Camtec)

Temperature
Controller

PID Controller (2216e, Eurotherm)

2x PID Controller
(2604, Eurotherm)

Control ITEM

750 W DC power supply (GEN30-25, TDK Lambda) /
2.4 kW DC electronic load (EA-EL 9400-50, Elektro-Automatic)

Measurement

Digital Multimeter (2700, Keithley) / Multiplexer (7708, Keithley)

Force Application

26 kN linear actuator (Mini 3, Framo Morat)

Force Measurement

Strain gauge force transducer (C9B, HBM) / Amplifier (AE301, HBM)

Vacuum System
Pumps

Rotary vane pump (Trivac D65B, Leybold) /
Turbomoecular pump (Turbovac TMP1000C, Leybold)

Control

Center Two / Turbo.Drive TD20, Leybold

Thermal
Measurement
TH / TC

3 / 5 Thermocouples for T-extrapolation

QOut

Variable number of thermocouples within HFM / Equation (5)

QIn

Variable Number of thermocouples
within HFM / Equation (5)

GHP Measurement / Equation (6)

Electric
Measurement
Ri

DC (RSS) / Equation (11)

PMax

Fit parabola / Equation (8)

3 Investigation of heat flow measurements
To the best of our knowledge, no comparison between experimental methods for heat flow
determination on TEMs can be found in literature, which would include a standard-compliant
description of involved measurement uncertainties for the variety of discussed metrological
approaches. In this section we describe the uncertainty of heat flow measurements by means of the
reference and absolute method. The uncertainty was investigated by measurements on a certified
reference material for the thermal conductivity from the National Physical Laboratory (Inconel 600,
NPL 2I09) [27].

Figure 8: A HFM was manufactured from a standard reference material for the thermal conductivity (a) and tested within
the A-TEGMA facility as shown in the schematic (b). The lower pictures show a corresponding installation prior (c) and after
thermal insulation of the measuring section (d).

The standard reference material (SRM) was certified in a temperature range between 373 K and
773 K with a relative uncertainty for the thermal conductivity u(SRM) =  4.8% (k = 2). A HFM was
manufactured from this material with a geometry of 40 x 40 x 30 mm³ and milled off and grinded to a
tolerance of  0.1 mm in every dimension. Seven holes with a diameter of 0.5 mm (± . ) were
eroded to a depth of 20 mm into the SRM-block to allow for temperature measurements along its
vertical centreline. The five inner holes had a spacing of 5 mm to each other, while the two outer
holes had a distance of 1 mm to the coupling areas. The temperature measurement was
accomplished by seven type-N thermocouples (same type as mentioned above), which were inserted
into the SRM-block with the use of heat-conducting paste (WLP300/200, Electronic Sensor) in order
to improve their thermal coupling. TM was determined from a linear extrapolation of temperatures
obtained from these seven measuring points. This allowed for the determination of TH and TC within
the SRM-block without the impact of thermal contact resistances on both coupling areas. The SRMblock was placed below the GHP-system of the A-TEGMA together with another Ni-Block
(40 x 40 x 60 mm), in order to reproduce the usual installation conditions during TEM measurements
(Figure 8). A 200 µm thick graphite foil (Dr. Fritsch Sondermaschinen GmbH) was used for thermal
coupling between every component of the measuring section. In total, four temperature cycles
(M01-M04) without intermediate re-installation of the SRM sample were conducted under vacuum
(< 10-7 Bar) at an axial pressure of 2 MPa. The temperature of the cooling plate was kept constant at
323 K, while the GHP temperature TGHP was varied between 373 K and 1023 K in every cycle. The
minimum and maximum temperatures, which were reached during these experiments within the
SRM-sample, exceeded the temperature range of certified values for the thermal conductivity by
NPL. Thus, for heat flow evaluation in this work the thermal conductivity was derived from an

extrapolation of the certified data by a parabolic fit. However, the approximated values were in
excellent agreement to the certified ones in a wide temperature range of the conducted experiment
and in a good agreement to a work of Blumm at al. [28], who has tested this reference material
between 148 K and 1273 K with a combination of Laser Flash measurements, differential scanning
calorimetry, and a dilatometer characterization. A comparison between the certified values, the
reference data from [28] and the used approximation of thermal conductivity for heat flow
determination in this study is shown in S1 (the prefix “S” denotes the supplementary information of
this article).
In extension to the heat flow determination within the SRM-block by means of the reference
principle in accordance to equation (5) and the absolute heat flow measurement by the GHP with the
use of equation (6) an ANSYS® finite element model (FEM) was used additionally to determine a
reference value for the heat flow. The SRM-block was simulated as an isotropic body with same
dimensions as used in the experiment and with first order boundary conditions on the base of the
temperatures TH and TC, which were experimentally obtained from a linear extrapolation of the seven
measuring points within the SRM-block. The following table summarizes the simulated temperature
conditions.
Table 2: Experimentally determined hot and cold side temperatures of the SRM-Block in dependence of the heater
temperature. The hot and cold side temperatures have been applied as boundary conditions for the thermal FEM
simulation of the heat flow through the SRM-Block.

Heater
Temperature [K]

Hot Side Temperature of SRMBlock [K]

Cold Side Temperature of SRMBlock [K]

373

360.08

328.51

423

400.94

333.67

473

444.68

343.35

523

488.59

357.21

573

531.9

372.26

623

574.84

388.75

673

616.99

406.55

723

659.06

425.83

773

700.72

446.04

823

741.91

470.74

873

783

491.84

923

823.57

512

973

863.95

532.54

1023

904.25

553.24

The steady state heat flow simulation applied the approximated temperature dependency of the
thermal conductivity of the SRM and did not consider side heat losses along the SRM-block (adiabatic
conditions at lateral surfaces). Hexahedral Multiphysics elements (ANSYS: solid 226) with a maximum
element length of 1 mm have been chosen for the mesh of the model. In total a minimum number of
48.000 elements have been used, which is in accordance to experience values from former mesh
sensitivity analyses. The aim of the FEM simulation is to provide a reference value for the heat flow,
which is based on experimental measurements of the hot and cold side temperature of the SRMblock only. These temperatures can be measured with relatively low uncertainty, which is close to
the thermocouple specification and which equals approximately 1%. By taking these temperatures
into account, the simulation delivers a reference value of the heat flow without further disturbing
influences from other impact variables. Section 3.3 contains the discussion of the experimental
outcome and the comparison to results from FEM simulations. The uncertainty budgets for the
reference and absolute heat flow determination are derived first in the following two sections.
3.1 Uncertainty of the heat flow measurement by means of the reference principle
The uncertainty of the heat flow measurement was determined in accordance to the “Guide to the
expression of uncertainty in measurement” (GUM) [29]. The measurement function for the reference
principle is based on a section-wise evaluation of the one-dimensional temperature gradient within
the SRM-block.
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The combined uncertainty of the heat flow measurement u(QREF) is expressed by a geometric sum of
terms, which represent individual uncertainty contributions of every input variable X of the
measurement function (equation 12). Every term consists of a product of the respective standard
uncertainty u(X) (k = 1) and the corresponding sensitivity coefficient cX. Each sensitivity coefficient
equals the partial derivative of first order of the measurement function with respect to the
respective input variable evaluated with best estimates of every input variable.
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The standard uncertainties and best estimates of the input variables are either determined from
experimental results or specifications from calibration certificates. In accordance to the given
information within the SRM-certificate the standard uncertainty of the thermal conductivity of the
SRM-block is u(SRM) = 2.4% (k = 1) at every temperature within the certification range. The best
estimate is derived from the certified thermal conductivity at a respective temperature, which was
determined from the average temperature within the interval between two temperature sensing

points in the SRM-block. The standard uncertainty u(ASRM) relates to the cross section area and the
manufacturing tolerance of the block and is expressed in a sub-model, which follows the same
procedure. The measurement function for AREF = WL is given by the multiplication of the width (W)
by the length (L) of the SRM-block (dimensions perpendicular to the direction of heat flow). The
uncertainty contributions for these lateral dimensions combine best estimates for W and L (each
40 mm) with their standard uncertainties u(W) and u(L), which correspond to the manufacturing
tolerance of  0.1 mm.
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The best estimates and standard uncertainties for the temperature gradient were taken from an
evaluation of the respective temperature profiles, which were measured within the SRM-block and
linearly fitted in accordance to the measurement function, which implies a linear temperature profile
due to a one-dimensional (1D) heat flow. Exemplary results are given for the outcome of the first
temperature cycle (M01) at two different temperatures of the GHP (TGHP) within Figure 9. According
to this evaluation the standard uncertainty at TGHP = 100°C was u(T) = 44.88 K/m, which
corresponds to  3.88 % of the best estimate T = 1155.43 K/m. The standard uncertainty at
TGHP = 750°C was u(T) = 226.89 K/m, which is  1.77 % of the best estimate T = 12789.61 K/m.

Figure 9: Measured temperature profiles within the SRM-block (full black symbols) with corresponding linear fits (green
line) and disclosure of the best estimates and standard uncertainties of the temperature gradient at a GHP temperature of
TGHP = 100°C (a) and TGHP = 750°C (b).

The evaluation of the combined uncertainty for the heat flow determination by means of the
reference principle was accomplished in accordance to equation (13) for every single of the four
conducted measurements. Results for the individual test runs can be found in S2. The combined
uncertainty u(QREF) increases with temperature (Figure 10) since the uncertainty contributions for the
temperature gradient and the thermal conductivity of the SRM increase, too. This is a result of the
monotonous increase of corresponding standard uncertainties and best estimates for these input
variables. The relative uncertainty is highest at lowest temperature gradients and heat flow. Overall,
the mean value of the relative uncertainty is in the range between 10% < u(QREF) < 13%.

Figure 10: Relative uncertainty (black squares) and combined uncertainty (blue circles) of the heat flow measurement by
means of the reference principle. The shown results correspond to the mean values from four measurements on a HFM,
which was manufactured from the Inconel 600 reference material for thermal conductivity of the NPL.

3.2 Uncertainty of the GHP-based absolute heat flow determination
The uncertainty of a GHP-based measurement of heat flow could be principally derived from a similar
procedure as described for the reference principle. This would involve uncertainty contributions for
the measurements of the electric current and the voltage drop over the GHP in accordance to
equation (6), which represents the underlying measurement function. In fact these electric
measurands can be determined with very low uncertainty due to low standard uncertainties of
appropriately chosen measurement hardware like low tolerance shunt resistors for current
measurement and high quality voltmeters. However, this approach does not give a representative
view on the uncertainty of a GHP-based characterization, since its uncertainty is mainly determined
by the thermal cross talk between the GHP and the guard heaters.
ASTM-C177 [23] describes the gap imbalance error, which is introduced by the temperature
difference between the GHP and the guard heaters, as one origin of a heat exchange between the
GHP and the guards. The systematic contribution to this error is given by the fact, that only a finite
number of sensor locations can be used for temperature imbalance detection. Thus, even if the
temperature differences between opposing sides of the gaps are reduced to zero will not necessarily
ensure a vanishing net heat flow across these gaps. Consequently the systematic error component is
influenced by the sensor positioning and the signal to noise ratio within the sensor circuits, while
short-term fluctuations of the temperature control introduce an additional random component to
the gap imbalance error.
ASTM-C177 suggests two ways to determine the impact of the gap imbalance error on the
uncertainty for heat flow measurements. First, the exchanged heat flow between the GHP and the
guard heaters can be calculated. In fact this procedure is already very challenging for the
characterization of homogeneous material samples only, but becomes extremely demanding for the
case of a GHP-based measurement on TEMs due to an increasing number of influencing parameters
and difficulties in determination of elusive thermal coupling conditions between the components of
the GHP-system and along externally attached parts of the measuring section. While design-inherent
parameters (gap geometry, insulating gap fill material, emittance of gap surfaces, mechanical

support, and number/type of crossing wires) have to be considered anyway, the significant
difference to a TEM characterization is given by the fact that the axial pressure, means for TEM
coupling, the heat flow through the TEM, and its geometry must be variable over a wide range for a
versatilely applicable characterization device. Consequently the calculation of the gap imbalance
error seems to represent at least a laborious way to specify the associated measurement uncertainty
and poses inaccurate predictions in case of lacking knowledge on tolerances and interdependencies
of influencing parameters.
According to ASTM-C177 the second way is given by an empiric determination of the gap imbalance
error. This procedure suggests a measurement of the dependence of the GHP power change QGHP
on an intentionally introduced gap imbalance TGuard-GHP. The ASTM standard proposes tests with
three different temperature settings, one with a balanced guard and one each biased positive and
negative. The introduced temperature imbalance should be high enough to allow for a conclusive
measurement of QGHP but still low enough to remain a linear dependence of QGHP upon the
imbalance TGuard-GHP. Subsequently QGHP is plotted versus TGuard-GHP allowing for the determination
of the effective conductance XGuard-GHP (Figure 11) between the GHP and its guards from the slope of
the linear approximation of QGHP /TGuard-GHP.
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Figure 11: The thermal equivalent circuit of the GHP-apparatus involves temperatures and the generated heat flow of the
GHP and the guard heaters. The conductances represent the thermal coupling between the components of the GHPsystem. Tamb represents the temperature of the environment of the measuring section. The guard heaters are coupled to
the environment through their outer insulation, which is represented by XGuard-Amb.

In this study TGHP was varied between 323 K and 773 K in steps of 50 K. At every TGHP the
temperatures of the guard heaters TGuard were detuned by TGuard-GHP = 10% of TGHP in at least five
steps. The relative value of TGuard-GHP relates to TGHP in [°C]. After every change of TGHP or TGuard a
stabilization time of 3 h was used to ensure thermal steady state conditions for precise heat flow
measurements. This led to a total duration of 183 h for this experiment.

Figure 12: Experimentally determined sensitivity of the metered GHP power (black squares) on an intentionally provoked
thermal imbalance between TGHP and TGuard at TGHP = 373 K (a) and TGHP = 773 K (b). Additionally to the change of the GHP
power the change of the guard heater power is displayed individually for the top (cyan triangles), side (green triangles) and
bottom heater (blue rhombs) and as the sum of all guard heater circuits (red circles).

Exemplary results of this experiment at TGHP = 373 K and TGHP = 773 K (Figure 12) show that for a
positive imbalance (TGuard > TGHP) QGHP becomes negative in relation to the balanced point at
TGHP = TGuard and changes its sign when the sign of imbalance changes. The top guard heater shows
systematically the highest power consumption among all guards, as it is the only one with a good
thermal coupling to the environment of the measuring section due to its direct attachment to the
mechanical support of the GHP-system. The experimental quality in terms of temperature control
and power measurement on the individual heater circuits can be assessed by the linear dependence
between QGHP and TGuard-GHP. The corresponding standard deviation of the linear fits is almost
constant (QGHP/TGuard-GHP) = 2.5% for the tested range of TGHP. Using equation (20) gives access to
the effective thermal conductance XGuard-GHP between the GHP and the guard heater system (Figure
13).

Figure 13: Effective thermal conductance XGuard-GHP between the GHP and the guard heater system, obtained from an
imbalance experiment for a GHP temperature range between 373 K < TGHP < 773 K (black squares). The figure shows a linear
approximation of XGuard-GHP up to 1023 K (blue circles).

The effective heat flow through the TEM QTEM corresponds to the sum of the heat flow, which is
generated by the GHP QGHP, and positive or negative contributions from the guard heater system
QGuard-GHP.
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The contribution from the guard heater system to QTEM represents the uncertainty of the GHP-based
heat flow determination, which is determined by XGuard-GHP and the effective temperature difference
between TGHP and TGuard under nominally balanced temperature conditions. A significant difference
between ASTM-C177 and a GHP-based characterization of the heat flow through a TEM comes to the
fore at this point, which impairs a direct applicability of this standard. ASTM-C177 relates to
measurements on homogeneous material samples and even more decisive under relatively low
temperature differences at the tested specimens of a few tens of K only. By use of thermally high
conductive materials for the construction of the GHP, ASTM-C177 assumes an almost constant TGHP
within the guarded zone. A remaining non-uniformity of TGHP is defined as the origin of the so called
edge heat loss error. According to ASTM-C177, results of reported studies [30,31,32,33] are not
proven to a level, which would allow for an universally accepted correction of this error. However,
significantly higher heat flow and temperature differences are needed for a meaningful
characterization of TEMs compared to a usual GHP-based characterization on a material sample.
Thus, a considerable temperature difference TGHP-TEM = TGHP - TH can be introduced between the GHP
and the hot side of the TEM by QTEM, which leads to an inevitable thermal imbalance between the
heat flow path from the GHP to the TEM and the guard heater system. TGHP-TEM drops at the Cushell, which is located between the GHP and the TEM sample and represented by XGHP-TEM within the
thermal equivalent circuit.
QTEM and the temperature drop TGHP-TEM at XGHP-TEM determine the effective thermal imbalance
between the GHP and the guard heaters. In order to quantify the overall uncertainty of the GHPbased heat flow measurement TGHP-TEM was determined experimentally for 373 K < TGHP < 1024 K in
the course of four repetitive measurements with nominally balanced temperature conditions
between the GHP and the guard heaters. According to this experiment TGHP-TEM equals between 1 K
and 18 K (see S.3) in dependence of TGHP and QTEM, respectively. The uncertainty of the heat flow
measurement u(QGHP) was determined by setting TGHP-TEM = TGuard-GHP in equation (21).
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The combined uncertainty u(QGHP) increases with temperature (Figure 14) since TGHP-TEM and XGHP-TEM
increase, too. This is a result of the monotonous increase of corresponding standard uncertainties
and best estimates for these input variables. Overall, the mean value of the relative uncertainty is in
the range between 0.2% < u(QGHP) < 0.75% (k = 2). At this point is has to be stated that the
uncertainty of the absolute method is based on findings from the thermal imbalance experiment,
which was conducted up to 773 K only due to the increased time required. Consequently the
uncertainty of the absolute method is experimentally founded up to 773 K, whereas only a linear
extrapolation of XGHP-TEM (Figure 13) builds the base for the temperature interval between 773 K and
1023 K.

Figure 14: Relative uncertainty (black squares) and combined uncertainty (blue circles) of the heat flow measurement by
means of the absolute principle.

3.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses heat flow results, which were obtained on the SRM-Block with the described
configuration of the measuring section (Figure 8) in the course of four temperature cycles (M01 –
M04) between 373 K < TGHP < 1023 K at TC = 323 K. The discussion involves QREF as the result of the
applied reference principle within the SRM-Block, QGHP as the outcome of the absolute method, and a
comparison to simulated heat flow data QANSYS. Mean results of the best estimates for QREF and QGHP
from every temperature cycle revealed a decent accordance with QANSYS (Figure 15a) showing a
relatively low deviation and a good reproduction of the temperature characteristic of the heat flow.
Results of individual temperature cycles can be found in S4. The displayed error bars in Figure 15a
correspond to the relative uncertainties of the reference principle (Figure 10) and the absolute
method (Figure 14). Since QANSYS was determined from FEM simulation of the SRM-block without
tolerances for ASRM, the uncertainty u(QANSYS) is based only on the uncertainty contribution of the
thermal conductivity of the SRM-Block. An additional uncertainty of the extrapolated temperatures
of the coupling areas of the SRM-Block, which were taken as boundary temperatures for the FEM
simulation of heat flow, was not considered.

Figure 15: Mean heat flow results obtained by the reference principle (QREF) and an absolute method (QGHP) in comparison
to simulated data (QANSYS) of four repetitive measurements on an Inconel 600 reference material for the thermal
conductivity (a). Additionally, the relative (b) and absolute (c) deviations between QANSYS and QREF and QGHP, respectively, are
shown.

The relative deviation between QANSYS and the mean from the best estimates for QREF and QGHP,
respectively, is below 3% for the entire temperature interval (Figure 15b). QGHP reveals an almost
temperature independent relative deviation to QANSYS, whereas the relative difference of QREF shows
an irregular course of deviation, which is qualitatively reproducing the temperature dependency of
the uncertainty of heat flow determination of the reference principle (Figure 10), too. Up to medium
temperatures (TGHP < 780 K) the observed variation of QANSYS-REF = (QANSYS - QREF) might be a result of a
fluctuating thermal coupling between the thermocouples and the SRM-Block. At lower temperatures
the coupling is governed by heat conduction. A weak and undefined sensor contact can yield a locally
lowered temperature measurement and the possibility to increase the best estimate of the
evaluated temperature gradient, which could hold for the higher QREF at TGHP < 600 K. With increasing
mean temperature of the SRM-Block the sensor coupling shows a successively stronger radiative
component, which can compensate an irregular contact between particular sensors and the SRMBlock. This could yield a flattening of the measured temperature profile, which coincides with the
decrease of QANSYS-REF in the middle temperature range 600 K < TGHP < 780 K. The increase of QANSYSREF for TGHP > 780 K is most likely a result of the successive heat loss along the SRM-Block by radiation.
This assumption is supported by the observable bending of the temperature profile within the SRMBlock and its steeper course at higher temperatures (Figure 9b). Due to the increased temperature
gradient QREF shows an increase towards higher temperatures again. A relative difference < 3%
corresponds to an absolute deviation < 10.4 W (Figure 15c). The deviation QANSYS-REF for TGHP > 615 K
is even smaller compared to QANSYS-GHP = (QANSYS - QGHP). However, these values reflect only the best
estimates but not the underlying uncertainty, which is lowest for the GHP-based absolute method
(Figure 16).

Figure 16: Uncertainty of the heat flow measurement of the reference principle (full green circles) and the GHP-based
absolute method (full blue triangles) in comparison to the uncertainty of simulated heat flow, which only relates to the
uncertainty contribution of the thermal conductivity of the testes standard reference material.

The present study confirms a significantly lower uncertainty of the absolute method compared to the
reference principle. The best estimates for the heat flow show a decent accordance among both
methods and in comparison to the reference value obtained from FEM simulations. However, the
absolute method reveals an almost temperature independent deviation (Figure 15b) to the simulated
heat flow, whereas a distinct temperature characteristic can be observed for the deviation of the
best estimates of the reference principle, which coincides with the temperature dependency of the
standard deviation of the thermal gradient within a HFM. Its temperature characteristic is in turn
caused by a temperature dependent thermal sensor coupling within the HFM and parasitic effects
such as inhomogeneous coupling conditions at interfaces of the measuring section or lateral heat
losses, which lead to a deviation from one-dimensionality of the heat flow within a HFM.
Consequently it can be assumed that the resulting deviation of the reference principle is prone to
show a significantly higher sensitivity to sample and sensor installation conditions than the absolute
method.
Apart from the resulting deviation and uncertainty for heat flow determination, which is the focus of
this work, users may prioritize other features of characterization devices like measurement speed, or
costs and complexity of measurement instrumentation. These features may vary in dependence of
the specific system implementation. However, due to the higher number of heating circuits, sensors
and the necessity of longer stabilization times the absolute method appears to be more complex and
laborious than the reference principle.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A generic procedure for the characterization of TEM was suggested. The procedure and the
described analytic expressions for determination of particular measurands cover the full spectrum of
functional TEM properties, which are needed for a benchmarking on TEMs and the development of
thermoelectric generator systems for energy harvesting applications. Special focus was placed in this
study on two methods for heat flow determination. Full uncertainty budgets were determined for

the reference principle and a GHP-based absolute method on the base of measurements on a
standard reference material for the thermal conductivity. Both methods deliver good accordance to
the outcome of a comparative FEM simulation showing relative deviations for the heat flow < 3%
within the investigated temperature range up to 1023 K. The difference between the reference and
the absolute method is given by their uncertainties. Decisive uncertainty contributions of the
reference principle are given by the uncertainty of the thermal conductivity of the used HFM and the
uncertainty of the measured temperature gradient. The evaluation showed a combined uncertainty
between 10% < u(QREF) < 13% (k = 2) for the reference principle. The uncertainty of the GHP-based
absolute method is mainly determined by the thermal cross talk between the metering heater and
the guard heaters. Experiments with provoked thermal imbalance allowed for a quantification of the
effective thermal conductance between these heaters. The high demand on heat flow, which is
needed for a meaningful TEM characterization, yields an inevitable thermal imbalance even under
nominally balanced condition. The maximum occurring thermal imbalance was determined
experimentally and combined with the effective thermal conductance (XGuard GHP) for the investigation
of the resulting uncertainty. According to these results the absolute method showed a combined
uncertainty between 0.2% < u(QGHP) < 0.75% (k = 2). In the temperature range between 773 K and
1023 K the uncertainty of the absolute method is based on a linear extrapolation of XGuard GHP only. In
order to improve the confidence level future works will have to validate these findings
experimentally as it was accomplished in this study for the temperature interval between 373 K and
773 K. Further measurements have to be accomplished in order to increase the confidence level with
regard to statistic distributions of particular measurands and influencing parameters, too. In this
course various parameters (sample geometry, means for thermal coupling, axial pressure, sensor
count and installation) have still to be investigated in order to obtain a comprehensive view on the
uncertainty of particular characterization and evaluation methods. Special regard has to be paid on
the coverage of a meaningful property range for investigated samples. A versatile metrology with
applicability for various types of TEM should be characterized by a given traceability and specified
uncertainty budgets for any relevant range of measurands. Apart from the uncertainty of heat flow
determination the investigated methods are marked by differences of their complexity, costs and
measurement speed, too. These features have not been addressed in this work, but will most likely
reveal advantages for the reference principle, since the absolute method is characterized by a higher
complexity and relatively longer stabilization times for thermal equilibrium. User with a focus on a
fast and simple TEM characterization may choose the application of the reference principle but
should be aware of the underlying uncertainty of their measurements.
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